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ABSTRACT 
“Jondi Shpoor” has been located in the northwest of Khuzestan between Shushtar and 
Shush ruins; however it is just a tumulus today. This city was a great historical one full of 
beautiful meadows, smooth rivers and luxurious gardens during Sasanian monarchy and 
some next centuries.  “Jondi Shpoor” was a famous cultural center in the world because of 
its medical institutes and famous hospitals. So many scientists and researchers moved to 
“Jondi Shpoor” and it changed into a great city ten years after its construction.  It became a 
mercantile city full of activity and job opportunities. Sugar cane, wheat and oats were 
produced in the suburbs and many merchants used to export them all over Iran. “Jondi 
Shpoor” was really well-known among its neighbors such as Beinolnahrein, Surya and 
Greek since business prosperity and educational academies.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Jondi Shpoor or Gondy Shapoor University was made by Sasanian Kings in Shushtar in 271. This 
university had an academic hospital and a big library. This hospital was the first educational center in the world; 
philosophy and medicine were taught there. Some researchers believe this city was built by first Shapoor , 
Ardeshir’s son, after his conquest on Roman army by Valrin leadership. After that first Shapoor improved the 
city by Iranian architects and Roman internees. He boomed the neighbor cities as well and settled his own 
winter residence. The aim of this paper is to consider the cultural condition of this city in Sasanian monarchy.  
 
Name and addressthe term “Gondi Shpoor”:  
 Gondi Shpoor is a beautiful creative Iranian name, however the ancient Grecian believed the Greece 
medicins selected this name. “Gondi Shpoor” means army or the army residence in middle Farsi and Pahlavi 
(Sharvini Mehrban, 2002, p.46). “Gondi Shpoor” was one of the seven important city of Khuzestan and it was 
Shapoor’s castle; it has other names such as Bilabad, Khur, Nilab, Nilat and Beitolabat ( Dehkhoda dictionary, 
pp.46 and 47).  
  “Gondi Shpoor” was mentioned as “the Shapoor’s city” in Pahlavi literature for the first time. The Islamic 
resources, know it as “the Shapoor’s prison camp” (Mohammad Mohammadi, 1995, p.230) (Shahrvini 
Mehrban, 2002, p.46). It has another name called “vended Shaver” which means a city made by Shapoor 
(Shahrvini, 2002, p.47). Other researchers noticed that Shapoor gained Antakieh after his dominance on Roman 
army. He really loved this city and he ordered to make a similar city and call it “Andier Shapoor” which means 
Better than Shapoor’s Antakieh (Mohammad Mohammadi, 1995, p.230) (Ghadyani, 2005,pp.1 & 2).  
 
The geographical situation of Gondi Shapoor in the past time and present time:  
 This city has been located in Khuzestan, 18 kilometers to south of Khavari Dezful , 5 kilometers to north of 
Bakhtari Shushtar and 20 kilometers to east of Shush (Hamdollah Mostofi, Nozhatollah, p.89).  
 
The architecture “Gondi Shpoor” made in Sasanian monarchy:  
 The architecture of this city was designed by Iranian engineers , Greece painters and Roman Leisueners 
according to the a Greece architectural principle called “Hipodamus” (Wil Dorant, Civilization history,1986, 
pp.127-129).Unfortunately there are not enough archaeology researches for this city. There was just a brief one 
in March 1963. This brief research indicates that this city has been made according to Hipodamic system. The 
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area of this city is more than 
2

1
1

2

1
3  kilometers (Faramarz, Najd Samiee, 2004, p. 144). Hipodamic Greece 

architecture was created by Bilt in fifth century. The building blocks were alike and they cut each other in right 
angled ( Faramarz, Najd Samiee, 2004, p. 144). 

 

 “Gondi Shpoor” made in Sasanian monarchy:“ 

 Gondi Shpoor” , he visited an oldman called Bill. Shapoor asked him: “Is it ok to make a city here?”. The 

wise old man answered “It will be ok if I learn how to read and write during making a city”. Shapoor thought 

that both jobs are possible. Therefore, he started to design a city and got a teacher to teach the old man. The 

teacher took the old man to his house and shaved him first. After one year Shapoor visited the old man and 

asked him to count the city expenses as he had been very skillful. The king added a new area to this city and 

called them both “Andio Shapoor”. “Andio Shapoor” means “Better than Antakieh”. People from Ahvaz 

called“Gondi Shpoor” as the “Bill’s counselors”( Abbas Zaryab,1998, p.70). in Sasanian monarchy , Ahvaz was 

the biggest city and “Gondi Shpoor”  was the largest area (Nuledke, 1378, p.71). Many Sasanian kings, from 

Shapoor to Hormoz, used to live in “Gondi Shpoor”( Masoudi,p.52). “This city was an educational center and 

the palace of all Sasanian kings (Masoudi, p.175).  As it was mentioned in Majmaoltavarikh and Alghesas, 

Shapoor and his father were very eager to make new cities such as: Neyshaboor,Khorasan and Jondi Shapoor 

(Shahrvini, 2001,p.55). Shapoor built Shaderman dam on Karoon River  as well as Neishapoor near Dez (Pirnia, 

1996, p.185).  

 

“Gondi Shpoor” city business: 

  Changed into a very big city ten years after its construction.All Roman prisoners were free in this city and 

they could trade easily. Not only they used to sell their handy crafts to other citizens, but also they exported 

them to other cities (Shahrovin, 2001,p.41).  . This city was a great historical one full of beautiful meadows, 

smooth rivers and luxurious gardens during Sasanian monarchy. Sugar cane, wheat and oats were produced in 

the suburbs and many merchants used to export them all over Iran (Shahrovin, 2001,p.49). The fame of Gondi 

Shapoor was spear to other places such as Beinolnahrein, Surya and Greek. A group of people called 

“Sarianian”, moved from beinolnahrein to Gondi Shapoor; there wre many doctors and medicins in this group 

(Shahrovin, 2001, p.49). 

 

Gondi Shapoor„s hospital:   

  Was very well-known because it was an educational center. This hospital was the largest eastern academic 

center and developed in Anushrvan monarchy more. Since Anooshirvan loved this place very much, he gathered 

so many doctors and medicines there (Wil Dorant, Civilization history,1986, p.48) (Mohammad Mohammadi, 

1995, p.231). Gondi Shapoor was a business center too because it was a job center between east and west 

(Mohammadi, 1995, p.231). Francis institute had a significant educational effect in clinical education of this city 

as well (Mohammadi, 1995, p.231). This city passed its best period in Anushirvan monarchy.  Khosro loved 

learning new things so he invited many researchers from all over the world to make Gondi Shapoor a famous 

city. This information is more popular in Islamic books and doctors were very high level group on that time. The 

manager of doctors called “Dorostbez” and he was the private doctor for the king and the chairman of Gondi 

Shapoor hospital as well (MOHAMAD Mohammadi, 1995, p.233). Other new doctors should receive his 

promising to start working in the hospital. After that a group of Borzuieh doctors travelled to India to learn new 

thins and it was really important for the medical development (Wil Dorant, Civilization history, 1986, p.48) 

(Mohammad Mohammadi, 1995, p.231). Establishment of Jondi Shapoor medical university was the other 

significant development of this city from 352 to 360 and 365. Greece doctors participated in this delelopment as 

well (Shahrovin, 2001, p.75). all medical books gathered in Gondi Shapoor library and some information about 

sea diseases was cleared. After that a college named “Arteshtarestan” was made near to Hormoz and Siraf ports 

to teach the sailors (Payame-Darya journal, 1998, pp.49 to 50) and (scientific information journal, 2008,385 

No).  Not so late, new researches about plant were settled in this university between Iran, India and China and 

Gondi Shapoor became the intersection of eastern and western natural science (Shahrovin, 2001, p.79). The 

medical principles of this university started from Boghrat time Shahrovin, 2001, p.75).A large group of doctors, 

scientists, pharmacists and nurses moved to this city from Greek, Egypt, Beinolnahrein and China, therefore 

there were lots of doctors and philosophers there less than 10 years Shahrovin, 2001, p.79). 

 

The effect of Jondi Shapoor University in Sasanian monarchy:  

 The effect of Jondi Shapoor university in Sasanian monarchy as a great educational center gathered many 

Christian students according to Plato science. The students mixed the Indian, Iranian, Saurian and Greece 

medicine together and created a new science. Aristotle and Plato’s book were taught in Anushirvan period (Wil 

Dorant,p. 51).thus, Gondy Shapoor is the center of philosophy in the traditional world. Some resources pointed 

out to performance of different important exams in this university to grant practice license to students of Gondy 
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Shapoor University. A famous book called “Alhekmat” described this subject as the first university exam 

holding in the world (Wil Dorant, p.52). Greatness of medical knowledge and related fields in Gondy Shapoor 

University   used to affect all universal science in the world from 530-585 (Shahrvini, 2001, p.94). So many 

Pahlavi books were written in Anushirvan kingdom, he respected many Greek doctors and researchers however 

he did not like the strangers very much (Jorjina Hers, 1995, p.139). 

  

Conclusion:  

 According to resources, we notice Gondy Shapoor was founded by first Shapoor in Sassanid kingdom. 

Hospitals, medical schools,libraries and schools were established gradually in this city by Anushirvan. Greek, 

Chinese, Romanian, Indian physicians used to inter this university as teachers or students. Medical books were 

translated from Farsi to Arabic and they presented the importance of medicine science by kings in this 

monarchy. 
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